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Abstract Ultra-dense network (UDN) has been recognized as a promising technology for 5G. Although

turning off low-load base stations (BSs) can improve energy efficiency, it may cause degradation of delay

performance. This makes energy-delay tradeoff (EDT) an important topic. In this paper, a theoretical

framework for EDT, in wireless-backhauling UDN, is developed. First, we investigate association probabilities

of UEs and transmission probabilities of BSs. Expressions for energy consumption and network packet delay

are obtained and the impact that BS sleeping ratio has on energy consumption and packet delay are analyzed.

Then, we formulate the EDT problem as a cost minimization problem to select the optimal set of sleeping

small cells. To solve the EDT optimization problem, a locally optimal sleeping ratio for EDT is obtained using

the dynamic gradient iteration algorithm and we prove that it can converge to the global optimal sleeping

ratio. Then, queue-aware and channel-queue-aware sleeping strategies are proposed to find the optimal set of

sleeping small cells according to the optimal sleeping ratio. We then see that the simulation and numerical

results confirm the effectiveness of the proposed sleeping schemes.
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1 Introduction

With the popularization of smart devices and Internet of things, fifth generation (5G) cellular networks

will have to deal with extremely dense data traffic and connections and ever-increasing capacity demands.

Ultra-dense network (UDN) has been recognized as a promising solution for 5G [1], where overlaying

macro cells with densely distributed small cells in hot spots constitutes an UDN. Due to the presence of a

large number of small cells, we can obtain a higher spectral efficiency and throughput in UDN. However,

this has placed a heavy burden on energy saving. Meanwhile, an increasing number of small cells and

fiber backhaul links create not only significant cost problems, but also backhaul installation obstacle of

small cells for network operators.

Since base station (BS) accounts for 60%–80% of the total system energy consumption [2], turning off

(i.e., switching over to sleep or low-power mode) low-load BSs can save energy [3]. However, the decreased

capacity might result in a negative impact on packet delay of user equipment (UE). Thus, energy-delay

tradeoff (EDT) is an important topic in UDN.

Wireless-backhauling network is introduced to connect small cells to the gateway through wireless

channels and subsequently manage the expensive backhaul deploying obstacles [4,5]. The deployment of

dense small cells under the cover of macro cells in UDN will give rise to enormous data transmissions over
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wireless backhaul links. The energy consumption and packet delay of the backhaul links might degrade

the system performance, such as energy efficiency, packet delay, and so on [6]. Therefore, it is essential

to consider the impact of wireless backhaul link while optimizing UDN system performance.

1.1 Related works

Many sleeping schemes have been proposed to improve energy efficiency [7–12]. A random sleeping

strategy has been proposed to switch off each BS independently with a fixed probability ratio under the

constraint of network coverage probability [7]. A distance-aware sleeping strategy identifies small cells

present at undesirable interference spots and selects them for deactivation [8]. In [9], a traffic-aware cell

management scheme is proposed to switch low-load BSs into sleeping mode and transfer their traffic load

to the neighboring cells. In [10], a distributed learning mechanism for opportunistic sleeping mode is

established based on game theory. A greedy on/off sleeping strategy for UDN is proposed to maximize

energy efficiency based on traffic load, network topology, and user requirements [11]. In [12], iterative

algorithms are proposed to facilitate a downlink cooperative transmission system by adaptively switching

off BSs and antenna along with power allocation.

Recently, exploiting BS sleeping strategy for EDT as a method to reduce energy consumption while

ensuring tolerable delay has garnered a lot of interest [13–16]. In [13], a random sleeping strategy and a

traffic-aware sleeping strategy are analyzed to maximize energy efficiency under delay constraint. In [14],

a random sleeping strategy, based on N -policy M/G/1 queueing model, is introduced to save energy while

satisfying the delay requirement, where each BS enters the sleep mode independently without considering

of the state of other BSs. Authors in [15] take into account BS sleeping and cell association to analyze

EDT problem. Greedy-on and greedy-off sleeping strategies are investigated to achieve flexible EDT

without any consideration of dynamic interference. In our previous work [16], a random sleeping strategy

was used to analyze the EDT problem. The impact of sleeping time on energy consumption and delay

are discussed and the optimal sleeping time for EDT problem is also investigated. However, in these

cases [13–16], wired backhaul is adopted, hence energy consumption and delay of backhaul link are not

considered for EDT in UDN.

Energy efficiency of wireless-backhauling networks is investigated in [17–19]. Ref. [17] proposes a cell

selection scheme for small cell networks with constrained backhaul link. Power and backhaul bandwidth

allocation are investigated to maximize energy efficiency for OFDMA heterogeneous small cell networks

in [18]. In [19], a forward and backhaul link energy efficiency optimization scheme to improve system

energy efficiency of small cell networks is proposed.

The impact of backhaul delay on system performance has been investigated in some recent studies.

In [20], packet transmission delay of backhauling and radio access networks are analyzed, and a delay-

minimum association scheme is proposed based on cell range expansion. A delay aware user association

scheme for the backhaul constrained small cell networks is investigated in [21], an M/M/1 queueing model

is employed to analyze the packet delay. In [22], delay limited and delay tolerant link allocation policy for

multiuser systems with hybrid radio frequency and free space optical backhaul are proposed to assign the

transmission time, nevertheless, delay is not analyzed and the objective function is maximizing system

throughput under the constraint of delay.

However, there have been no studies on EDT related issues for wireless-backhauling UDNs.

1.2 Motivation and contribution

Sleeping strategy is adopted in UDN to reduce energy consumption. However, this may cause a negative

impact on packet delay of UEs. Thus, EDT is an important problem. Ref. [23] analyzes the EDT

for wired-backhauling networks, where authors decompose the EDT problem into delay minimization

and energy cost minimization sub-problem. However, the distributed energy efficiency-oriented partial

spectrum reuse scheme cannot achieve the social optimum and the BSs are always in active mode.

Moreover, compared to wired backhaul, EDT problem is more challenging in wireless-backhauling UDNs

and there have been no studies on EDT related problems for wireless-backhauling UDNs.
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Figure 1 (Color online) Network model for two-tier wireless-backhauling UDN.

In this paper, we analyze the packet delay and energy consumption for both radio access and backhaul

link of wireless-backhauling UDNs, with BS sleeping strategy, along with the impact of energy consump-

tion and packet delay, in a backhaul link, on system energy consumption and network packet delay.

Furthermore, we also analyze the EDT for wireless-backhauling networks with dynamic traffic load to

identify the set of sleeping small cells.

The main contributions can be summarized as follows.

• Association probabilities of UEs and transmission probabilities for BSs are investigated using statis-

tical analysis.

• A mathematical model is developed to obtain system energy consumption and mean packet delay of

UEs. Then, the impact of BS sleeping ratio on system energy consumption and mean packet delay are

discussed along with an investigation on the impact of energy consumption and mean packet delay for

backhaul link.

• An EDT problem is formulated as a cost minimization problem to find the optimal set of sleeping

small cells. To solve the EDT problem, we use a dynamic gradient iteration algorithm to achieve the

locally optimal solution of sleeping ratio for the EDT problem in the first step. In the first step we prove

that it can converge to the global optimal sleeping ratio and in the second step the sleeping strategy is

operated to determine the set of sleeping small cells.

• Low complexity queue-aware and channel-queue-aware sleeping strategies are proposed, in the second

step, to determine the set of sleeping small cells according to the optimal sleeping ratio. Compared to

queue-aware sleeping strategy, it is safe to say that channel-queue-aware sleeping strategy can ensure

better system performance.

1.3 Paper organization

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. System model and operation model are introduced

in Section 2. In Section 3, energy consumption and delay performance is analyzed. Section 4 investigates

the EDT optimization problem. Numerical and simulation results are provided in Section 5, and Section 6

relays the conclusion.

2 System model and operation modes

2.1 Network model

As shown in Figure 1, consider a two-tier UDN consisting of radio access and backhauling networks with

macro cell, small cell, gateway, and the core network router as its components [20]. In radio access

network, UEs can associate with macro or small cell through a wireless link. Small cell can connect to

gateway through a wireless backhaul link. Macro cell is directly connected to the core network router
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via dedicated fiber, while small cell is linked to the gateway, which is then connected to the core network

router via dedicated fiber [20].

Assume that the locations of gateways, macro cells, small cells, and UEs are distributed according

to independent Poisson point process (PPP) Φg, Φm, Φs and Φu with intensity λg, λm, λs and λu

(λu > λs > λg, λu > λs > λm), respectively [7, 20, 23]. Assume that the radio access network and

backhauling network operate on different frequencies. All the backhaul links share a dedicated spectrum

with bandwidth Wb in the backhauling network. The spectrum of radio access network is orthogonally

partitioned and allocated to small cells and macro cells with bandwidth Ws and Wm, respectively.

Take into consideration the downlink of the system, the traffic model of each UE is Poisson traffic [16].

Assume that the data packet of each UE arrives according to an independent PPP with an arrival rate

of λ and the average size of packet is l bits [15, 16].

2.2 Transmission model

Macro cells and gateways operate in active mode, while small cells operate in either active or sleeping

mode. In the sleeping mode, transceivers and other hardware components of BS are turned off and BS

cannot provide service for UEs and operates in low power level [24]. Whereas in active mode, packets

arrive according to PPP. Thus, BSs and gateways are in busy state when they have packets to transmit,

otherwise, they are in idle state when there is no packet in the buffer. Furthermore, to prevent UE with

low signal to interference ratio (SIR) from occupying too much resource, packet transmission is successful

only if the SIR of UE is above a specific threshold β [20, 21].

If |A| denotes the area of the entire network, then the number of gateways, macro cells, and small

cells are λg|A|, λm|A|, and λs|A|, respectively. The BS sleeping ratio θ, is defined as the ratio of the

number of sleeping small cells to the total number of small cells in the system, that is θ = Noff/Ns, where

Ns = λs|A| represents the number of small cells and Noff is the number of sleeping small cells in the

system. S = (s1, s2, . . . , sk, . . . , sNs
) denotes the state set of small cells, where sk ∈ {0, 1}. sk = 0 means

that the small cell k is in sleeping mode and sk = 1 represents that the small cell k is in active mode.

Gateways are always in a busy state for active mode with the average transmission probability of 1 due

to the enormous data transmissions over wireless backhaul links. If ξ̄m(θ) and ξ̄s(θ) denote the average

transmission probability of macro cell and small cell in active mode (i.e., the probability that the macro

or small cell is in a busy state for the active mode). The explicit expressions for ξ̄m(θ) and ξ̄s(θ) are not

available, but equivalent conditions of ξ̄m(θ) and ξ̄s(θ) will be discussed in the following part.

A biased association policy, based on maximum biased-received-power, is used [25]. The probability

that a typical UE associates with small cell is given by [20]

PrSUE(θ) =
(1− θ)λs(AbPst)

2
α

(1 − θ)λs(AbPst)
2
α + λmPmt

2
α

, (1)

where, Ab is the bias factor of small cell, the path loss exponent is α for all links [20, 21]. Pmt and Pst

are the transmit power of the macro and small cell, respectively.

The background noise is neglected [7, 20, 21] and SIR of a typical UE can be expressed as

SIR =
Pthx0‖x0‖

−α

∑

x∈φ\{x0}
Pthx‖x‖

−α
, (2)

where, ‖x0‖ and ‖x‖ indicate the distances from UE to the serving cell and the interfering cell, respectively,

and φ\{x0} refers to the set of interfering cells. BS transmit power is Pt. hx0 and hx are the channel

gains of transmission and interfering link. Rayleigh fading is considered to make model tractable.

2.3 Queue model

As an effective approach of evaluating delay performance, queueing theory is frequently used to tackle

the sleeping strategy. M/M/1 queueing model is the simplest model [21], where UEs (customers in
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queueing model) arrive according to independent PPP with arrival rate, while service rate (defined as the

number of customers served in unit time) follows the Poisson distribution, which is not the case in real

system. Similar to the existing studies [14], an M/G/1 queueing model is used to analyze packet delay

for wireless-backhauling UDNs in this paper, where the service rate follows general distribution.

Assume that the traffic arrival of packets for each UE follows PPP. The scheduling algorithm of BS is

first come first out, which means that all the UEs associated with the same BS are waiting in a queue

for service and will be served in order [14, 21]. The packet transmission rate can be obtained based on

the Shannon capacity formula and it can be assumed that the service rate of BS follows the general

distribution. Moreover, to avoid UE with low SIR occupying too much resource, the packet transmission

is successful only if the SIR of UE is above a specific threshold β [20].

Since traffic arrival of packets for each UE is PPP, the total traffic at each BS and gateway is still

governed by PPP [26]. As a result, each BS and gateway can be modeled as an M/G/1 queueing system,

in other words the transmission process of packets can be viewed as a tandem queueing system and the

queue length can be defined as the number of packets waiting for transmission in the buffer of BS.

2.4 Power consumption model

Denote the average power consumption of gateway as P̄G. Power consumption of macro cell in active mode

is P̄M = (1−ξ̄m(θ))P̄m0+ξ̄m(θ)(P̄m0+∆pmPmt) [24]. Similarly, the power consumption of a sleeping small

cell is P̄S , the small cell power consumption in active mode is P̄A = (1−ξ̄s(θ))P̄s0+ξ̄s(θ)(P̄s0+∆psPst) [24].

P̄s0 (P̄s0 > P̄S) and P̄m0 denote the constant power consumptions of a small cell and macro cell in active

mode. ∆ps and ∆pm denote the slope of traffic load dependent power consumption for a small cell and

macro cell. Pst and Pmt are the transmit power of small cell and macro cell, respectively.

3 System energy consumption and packet delay

In this section, we quantitatively analyze system energy consumption and mean packet delay. Since it

is difficult to analyze the impact of the set of sleeping small cells on energy consumption and packet

delay theoretically, the relationship between BS sleeping ratio, energy consumption, and packet delay are

investigated, where the value of sleeping ratio depends on the set of sleeping small cells.

3.1 System energy consumption

System energy consumption consists of radio access network energy consumption and backhauling network

energy consumption. Macro cells and small cells account for the main energy consumption in radio access

network. Macro cell and gateway are connected to the core network router via dedicated fiber, while small

cells are linked to gateway through the wireless backhaul link. Since the backhaul links from gateway and

macro cells to the core network router are dedicated fiber links with low delay, their delay and energy

consumption are neglected [20, 27]. Therefore, the energy consumption of backhauling network refers to

the energy consumption of gateways.

If |A| denotes the area of the entire network, then the number of gateways, macro cells, and small cells

is given by λg|A|, λm|A|, and λs|A|, respectively. Now, the average energy consumption of the system

can be represented by

P̄ (θ) = |A|(λgP̄G + λm(P̄m0 + ξ̄m(θ)∆pmPmt)+(1− θ)λs(P̄s0 + ξ̄s(θ)∆psPst) + θλsP̄S), (3)

ξ̄m(θ) increases with the increase of θ, ξ̄s(θ) is an increasing function of θ as explained in Appendix A,

assume Pmt > Pst, ∆pm > ∆ps [24]. We can prove that system energy consumption is a decreasing

function of θ [17]. Besides, increasing gateway density of UDN will lead to an increase of system energy

consumption.
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3.2 Mean packet delay

In this paper, packet delay is defined as the time difference between packet transfer request arriving

and the transmission of the packet being served. In radio access network, UEs can associate with either

small cell or macro cell, different association cases may lead to different packet delays. In a backhauling

network, the links from macro cells and gateways to the core network router are dedicated backhaul links

with low delay and it is ok to assume that the delay of the dedicated backhaul links can be neglected [20].

Therefore, when UE associates with a macro cell, the packet delay D̄m refers to the packet delay of

radio access link from macro cell to UE. When UE associates with small cell, the packet delay D̄s refers

to the packet delay of radio access link from small cell to UE D̄sr and the packet delay of backhaul link

from gateway to small cell D̄sb, i.e., D̄s = D̄sr + D̄sb. If D̄(θ) denotes the mean network packet delay

from core network router to UE. Obviously, the packet delay of backhaul link D̄sb impacts the packet

delay of small cell D̄s and network packet delay D̄(θ) significantly.

Since the transmission process of packet is modeled as a tandem queueing system, the delay in a

wireless network consists of transmission delay and queueing delay, that is D̄m = D̄Tm + D̄Qm and

D̄s = D̄Tsr + D̄Qsr + D̄Tsb + D̄Qsb.

The packet transmission delay can be expressed as DT = l/R, the average packet size is l bits, R is the

instantaneous transmission rate of a packet. Using the results in M/G/1 queueing model, the average

queue length (i.e., average number of waiting packets in queue) is calculated to be (λ2σ2+ρ2)/2(1−ρ) [28].

ρ represents the system utilization (or traffic intensity [16]) defined as the the probability of BS being

occupied in active state and ρ = λ/µ. λ is the arrival rate of packet, and µ = R/l is the service rate of

BS. σ2 denotes the variance of service rate. In this paper, we work with the average packet transmission

rate, hence the service rate of BS is a fixed value with a variance of 0, that is σ2 = 0 [28]. Using Little’s

Law, the waiting queueing delay can be given by, DQ = ρDT /2(1− ρ) [28].

Based on the preceding analysis, we can obtain the packet delay for different cases.

3.2.1 Mean packet delay for UEs in a macro cell D̄m

(i) Mean transmission delay for UEs in a macro cell D̄Tm. Since we work with Poisson traffic model,

discrete packets arrive in BSs according to PPP. ξ̄m(θ) is the average transmission probability of a macro

cell in active mode. Besides, the packet transmission is successful in preventing a UE with low SIR from

occupying too much resource, only if the SIR of UE is above a specific threshold β [20].

The SIR of a typical UE is a random variable, the complementary cumulative distribution function

(CCDF) of SIR for UE is given by

Prth(SIR > η) = (1 + ξ̄m(θ)Z(η))−1, (4)

and

Z(η) = ηα0

∫ ∞

η−α0

(1 + uα0)−1du, α0 = 2α−1, (5)

where η is a random variable. α is the path loss exponent for all links [20, 21]. Therefore, if SIR of a

typical UE is above the threshold β, the CCDF of SIR for UE is formulated as

PrAst(SIR > η) = (1 + ξ̄m(θ)Z(β))(1 + ξ̄m(θ)Z(η))−1, η > β. (6)

Furthermore, we can get D̄Tm

D̄Tm =

∫ ∞

0

Pr(T > t)dt

=

∫ l
Wm log(1+β)

0

PrAst

(

l

Wm log(1 + β)
> t

)

dt

=

∫ l
Wm log(1+β)

0

PrAst

(

SIR < exp

(

l

Wmt

)

− 1

)

dt
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=

∫ l
Wm log(1+β)

0

(

1−
1 + ξ̄m(θ)Z(β)

1 + ξ̄m(θ)Z(exp( l
Wmt

)− 1)

)

dt. (7)

Since each BS is modeled as the M/G/1 queueing system, ξ̄m(θ) is equal to the utilization of M/G/1

queueing system ρ according to the definition [27], that is

ξ̄m(θ) = E(λmuE(DTm)) = E(λmu)D̄Tm, (8)

where E(λmu) denotes the average arrival rate of packet at each macro cell and can be expressed as

E(λmu) = λλuλ
−1
m (1− PrSUE(θ))Prth(SIR > β), (9)

where λu and λm are the densities of UEs and macro cell, λ denotes the arrival rate of packets for each

UE, PrSUE(θ) is given by (1).

Substituting D̄Tm given by (7) and E(λmu) given by (9) into (8), we get

λm

λλu

(1− PrSUE(θ))
−1 = (1 + ξ̄m(θ)Z(β))−1

∫ l
Wm log(1+β)

0

ym − Z(β)

1 + ξ̄m(θ)ym
dt, (10)

and

ym = Z(exp(l(Wmt)−1)− 1), (11)

where λu and λm are the densities of UEs and macro cell, respectively. λ is the arrival rate of packets

for each UE and Wm is the bandwidth of the macro cell and l is the packet size.

Although closed-form expression of ξ̄m(θ) is difficult to derive due to complicated integral operation in

(10), we can get ξ̄m(θ) using the bisection method in region (0, 1) [29].

(ii) Mean queueing delay for UEs in macro cell D̄Qm is given by

D̄Qm =
1

2
ξ̄m(θ)D̄Tm(1− ξ̄m(θ))−1. (12)

(iii) Mean packet delay for UEs in macro cell D̄m is given by

D̄m = D̄Tm + D̄Qm. (13)

3.2.2 Mean packet delay for UEs in small cell D̄s

(i) Mean packet delay of radio access network for UEs in small cell D̄sr. D̄sr is the same as that of macro

cell. Mean transmission delay of radio access network for UEs in a small cell D̄Tsr is

D̄Tsr =

∫ l
Ws log(1+β)

0

(

1−
1 + ξ̄s(θ)Z(β)

1 + ξ̄s(θ)Z(exp( l
Wst

)− 1)

)

dt, (14)

ξ̄s(θ) satisfies the following condition:

(1− θ)λs

λλu

PrSUE(θ)
−1 = (1 + ξ̄s(θ)Z(β))−1

∫ l
Ws log(1+β)

0

ys − Z(β)

1 + ξ̄s(θ)ys
dt, (15)

where

ys = Z(exp(l(Wst)
−1)− 1), (16)

λs is the density of small cells. Ws denotes the bandwidth of the small cell.

Mean queueing delay of radio access network for UEs in small cell D̄Qsr is given by

D̄Qsr =
1

2
ξ̄s(θ)D̄Tsr2(1− ξ̄s(θ))

−1
. (17)

Thus, D̄sr is given as

D̄sr = D̄Tsr + D̄Qsr. (18)
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(ii) Mean packet delay of backhauling network for UEs in small cell D̄sb. D̄sb is similar to D̄sr.

Since we assume that the gateways are always in active mode with an average transmission probability

of 1, in wireless backhaul links from gateway to small cells, the CCDF of SIR is given by

Prg(SIR > β) = (1 + Z(β))−1. (19)

The average transmission delay of wireless-backhauling network for UEs in small cell D̄Tsb is

D̄Tsb =

∫ l
Wb log(1+β)

0

(

1−
1 + Z(β)

1 + Z(exp( l
Wbt

)− 1)

)

dt, (20)

where, Wb is the bandwidth of gateway. The utilization of each gateway in backhaul link can be expressed

as follows:

µg(θ) = λλuλ
−1
g PrSUE(θ)Prg(SIR > β)D̄Tsb, (21)

where, λg is density of gateway. PrSUE(θ) is given by (1).

Moreover, the mean queueing delay of wireless-backhauling network for UEs in a small cell is

D̄Qsb =
1

2
µg(θ)D̄Tsb(1− µg(θ))

−1. (22)

Thus, D̄sb is given as

D̄sb = λsλ
−1
g (1− θ)(D̄Tsb + D̄Qsb). (23)

(iii) Mean packet delay for UEs in small cell D̄s is

D̄s = D̄sr + D̄sb. (24)

3.2.3 Mean network packet delay for UEs in the system D̄(θ)

Considering the probability that a typical UE associates with either a small cell or a macro cell, D̄(θ) is

given as

D̄(θ) = PrSUE(θ)D̄s + (1− PrSUE(θ))D̄m. (25)

Although it is difficult to analyze the impact of sleeping ratio θ on mean network packet delay D̄(θ),

the simulation results show that D̄(θ) is not a monotonic function of θ.

4 EDT optimization problem

The objective of EDT optimization problem is to find the optimal set of sleeping small cells that improve

energy saving while ensuring a good delay performance. To solve the EDT optimization problem, we first

analyze the optimal sleeping ratio of small cells. Then, the optimal sleeping ratio is used to find the set

of sleeping small cells.

4.1 EDT problem formulation

Since the BS sleeping strategy has a significant impact on energy consumption and packet delay, both

energy consumption and packet delay for radio access and backhaul link of wireless-backhauling UDN

should be considered while finding the optimal set of sleeping small cells for EDT. To control the EDT

in UDN more flexibly, as seen in the existing studies [14, 16], we define the cost function as

F (θ) = P̄ (θ) + ωD̄(θ), (26)

where P̄ (θ) is the average system energy consumption, D̄(θ) is the mean network packet delay of UEs,

and ω denotes the positive weighting factor. When ω is zero, we focus only on the energy saving, however,

as ω grows, more emphasis is placed on the delay performance.
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We aim to find the optimal set of sleeping small cells to minimize the cost function with ω as the

weighting factor. Therefore, the EDT problem can be formulated as

argmin
S∗

F (θ) = P̄ (θ) + ωD̄(θ), (27)

s.t.















0 < θ < 1,

0 < ξ̄s(θ) < 1,

0 < ξ̄m(θ) < 1,

(28)

where S denotes the state set of small cells, the optimal state set of small cells S∗ corresponds to the

optimal set of sleeping small cells S∗
off (S∗

off j S∗) constituted of the sleeping small cell k and sk = 0.

θ = Noff/Ns =
∑N

k=1 sk/Ns. Ns = λs|A| represents the number of small cells in the system and Noff is the

number of sleeping small cells in the system. ξ̄s(θ) and ξ̄m(θ) are the average transmission probabilities

of the small cell and macro cell respectively.

4.2 Solution for EDT optimization problem

The objective of the EDT problem is to find the optimal set of sleeping small cells to minimize the cost

function. This problem is a challenging combinatorial optimization problem and the optimal solution can

be found by conducting exhaustive study of O(2Ns) possible cases.

To reduce the complexity in the process of finding the optimal set of sleeping small cells, EDT opti-

mization problem is solved in two steps. First, a locally optimal sleeping ratio is derived to minimize

the cost function using a dynamic gradient algorithm and then we prove that it can converge to global

optimal sleeping ratio. Now, two sleeping strategies with low complexities are proposed to determine the

suboptimal set of sleeping small cells according to the optimal sleeping ratio.

4.2.1 First step: find optimal sleeping ratio θ∗

Based on (28), we can get the feasible region (θmin, θmax) for θ:

θmin = min

{

1−
λλu

λs

X1 +
λm

λs

(

Pmt

AbPst

)
2
α

, 1− λ−1
s (AbPst)

− 2
α

(

X2 − λmP
2
α

mt

)

}

, (29)

θmax = max

{

1−
λλu

λs

Y1 +
λm

λs

(

Pmt

AbPst

)
2
α

, 1− λ−1
s (AbPst)

− 2
α

(

Y2 − λmP
2
α

mt

)

}

, (30)

where X1, X2, Y1, Y2, and detailed derivations are given in Appendix A. The cost function is approxi-

mately convex function of sleeping ratio. For proof, please refer to Appendix B.

A dynamic gradient descent iterative algorithm is used to obtain the local optimal sleeping ratio

θ∗ [29, 30]. Since the cost function is approximately convex function, the iteration method can converge

it to the global optimal sleeping ratio in the feasible region [30].

The gradient function of the cost function is

∂F (θ)

∂θ
= |A|λm∆pmPmt

∂ξm(θ)

∂θ
+ (1− θ)|A|λs∆psPst

∂ξs(θ)

∂θ

− |A|λs(P̄s0 − P̄S + ξs(θ)∆psPst) + ω
∂D̄(θ)

∂θ
, (31)

ξs(θ) and ξm(θ) are the mappings from θ to ξ̄s(θ) and ξ̄m(θ), respectively. ∂D̄(θ)/∂θ, ∂ξm(θ)/∂θ and

∂ξs(θ)/∂θ are given in Appendix B.

Combined with the constraint conditions, θ∗ can be given by the following dynamic gradient descent
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iterative algorithm:

θn+1 =



























θmin, θn − δ
∂F (θn)

∂θn
< θmin,

θn − δ
∂F (θn)

∂θn
, θmin < θn − δ

∂F (θn)

∂θn
< θmax,

θmax, θn − δ
∂F (θn)

∂θn
> θmax,

(32)

where δ is a sufficiently small step size.

Proof. Please see Ref. [29].

4.2.2 Second step: BS sleeping strategy

In the first step, the optimal sleeping ratio θ∗ is derived to minimize the cost function from the point of

view of EDT. In the second step, θ∗ is converted into the number of sleeping small cells Noff ,

Noff = [θ∗Ns] = [θ∗λs|A|], (33)

where λs denotes the small cell density and |A| is the area of the entire network. Two sleeping strategies

are proposed to find Noff small cells and switch them to the sleeping mode based on θ∗, thus, we can

obtain the suboptimal set of sleeping small cells S∗
off for the EDT optimization problem.

Algorithm 1: queue-aware sleeping strategy. BS sleeping strategy is designed to switch off some

BSs for energy saving. Traffic-aware sleeping strategies are widely researched in existing studies. The

simplest traffic-aware sleeping strategy is a random sleeping policy that switches off each BS independently

when there is no active UE in it [7, 13, 14, 16].

As one of the simplest traffic-aware sleeping strategies, queue-aware sleeping strategy is proposed based

on the average queue length of small cells. That is, the small cell with the shortest average queue length

is turned off to save energy. Queue length, in this paper, is defined as the average number of packets

waiting for transmission in the buffer of BS. Long queue length means heavy traffic load.

The queue length for small cell BS k at the t-th time slot is given by

Qk(t) = max{0, Qk(t− 1)−Rk(t)△t+Ak(t)}, (34)

where Rk(t) denotes the average transmission rate of a small cell k at the t-th time slot, Ak(t) denotes

the number of packets arriving in the small cell k at the t-th time slot, and △t is the time interval.

For queue-aware sleeping strategy, the optimal sleeping ratio is converted into the number of sleeping

small cells Noff according to (33). Then, we switch off the first Noff small cells with the smallest mean

queue length. A more detailed queue-aware sleeping strategy is presented in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 2: channel-queue-aware sleeping strategy. Since the average queue length depends

on not only the packet arrival rate, but also the BS service rate, a channel-queue-aware sleeping strategy

with consideration for both channel state and traffic load is introduced, as shown in Algorithm 2. For a

channel-queue-aware sleeping policy, we choose the small cell with the smallest product of mean queue

length and average transmission rate for a small cell as the sleeping small cell. As in queue-aware sleeping

strategy, the optimal sleeping ratio is converted into the number of sleeping small cells Noff , according

to (33). Now, the first Noff small cells with the smallest product of mean queue length and average

transmission rates are turned off. A more detailed channel-queue-aware sleeping strategy is given in

Algorithm 2.

Complexity analysis. In Algorithm 1, to calculate the average transmission rate and queue length,

TNs calculations are required in steps 9–13. Now, the suboptimal set of sleeping small cells can be

directly obtained through NoffNs comparisons. The complexity of Algorithm 2 is the same as that of

Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1 Queue-aware sleeping strategy

Input: SBS set BS , MBS set BM , UE set U , θ∗, T , ∆t, ∀i ∈ U , ∀j ∈ {BS ,BM}, ∀k ∈ {BS}.

Output: Optimal state set of SBS S∗.

1: Initialize: all MBSs and SBSs are active, S = (1, 1, 1, . . . , 1) and n = 1;

2: Calculate Noff according to (33);

3: Select the serving BS j∗ = argmax{RSRPj}j∈{BS,BM} for each UE i;

4: Find the set of UEs Uj that can be served by each BS j;

5: for each t ∈ [1, T ] do

6: Calculate transmission rate Rk(t), update queue length according to (34), for small cell BS k;

7: end for

8: Calculate Q̄k =
∑T

t=1 Qk(t)

T
for each small cell BS k;

9: while n 6 Noff then

10: for each small cell BS k do

11: if S(1, k) = 1 and k = mink∈BS
{Q̄k};

12: S(1, k) = 0, assign UEs in Uk to neighboring BSs;

13: end if

14: end for

15: n = n+ 1;

16: end while

Algorithm 2 Channel-queue-aware sleeping strategy

Input: SBS set BS , MBS set BM , UE set U , θ∗, T , ∆t, ∀i ∈ U , ∀j ∈ {BS ,BM}, ∀k ∈ {BS}.

Output: Optimal state set of SBS S∗.

1: Initialize: all MBSs and SBSs are active, S = (1, 1, 1, . . . , 1) and n = 1;

2: Calculate Noff according to (33);

3: Select the serving BS j∗ = argmax{RSRPj}j∈{BS,BM} for each UE i;

4: Find the set of UEs Uj that can be served by each BS j;

5: for each t ∈ [1, T ] do

6: Calculate transmission rate Rk(t), update queue length according to (34), for small cell BS k;

7: end for

8: Calculate Q̄k =
∑T

t=1 Qk(t)

T
and R̄k =

∑T
t=1 Rk(t)

T
for each small cell BS k;

9: while n 6 Noff then

10: for each small cell BS k do

11: if S(1, k) = 1 and k = mink∈BS
{Q̄kR̄k};

12: S(1, k) = 0, assign UEs in Uk to neighboring BSs;

13: end if

14: end for

15: n = n+ 1;

16: end while

Table 1 System parameters

Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value

λg 5× 10−6 Ps0 4.8 W Wb 20 MHz λ 0.5 s−1

λm 1× 10−5 Pm0 10 W Wm 10 MHz ∆pm 10

λs 5× 10−5 PS 2.4 W Ws 10 MHz ∆ps 8

λu 2× 10−4 PG 100 W l 0.1 MB β 5

5 Numerical and simulation results

In this section, numerical and simulation results are provided to validate the proposed schemes. System

parameters are consistent with those in [31]. The area of the system is 250000π m2. Other system

parameters are listed in Table 1. For each configuration, the system is simulated for 10000 time slots.

5.1 Mean packet delay

The simulation and numerical results for mean packet delay vs. sleeping ratio θ are presented in Figure 2,

the numerical results match the simulation results very well. From Figure 2 we can see that the mean

network packet delay D̄(θ) first decreases and then increases with the increase of θ. This is due to the

fact that the presence of a large numbers of active small cells can lead to serious interference, thus turning
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Figure 2 (Color online) Simulation and numerical results

for mean packet delay vs. sleeping ratio θ.

Figure 3 (Color online) Numerical results for mean

packet delay vs. gateway density λg.

off some BSs may lead to decrease of delay [29]. Meanwhile, when a large number of BSs are turned off,

the increase in delay is directly proportional to increase of θ due to the decreased probability for UE to

associate with small cells. Since a small cell can provide high quality service as compared to the macro

cell, as seen in Figure 2, D̄s is smaller than D̄(θ). In addition to this, D̄sb decreases with increase of

θ, this is because the increasing value of θ signifies the decreasing number of UEs in each small cell BS,

which decreases the traffic load in each gateway of the backhauling network.

Figure 3 represents the numerical results for mean packet delay vs gateway density λg. We can see

that λg has as significant impact on the packet delay of the backhauling network D̄sb, the larger the value

of λg, the smaller the value of D̄sb. Since D̄sb decreases with an increase in λg, D̄s and D̄(θ) decrease as

λg increases. On the other hand, a larger small cell density λs leads to an increase in the value of D̄sb

due to the increased packet traffic in the backhaul link, and also D̄s and D̄(θ) increase with an increase

in λs.

5.2 System energy consumption

Figure 4 shows the impact of θ on system energy consumption. With the increase of θ, the energy

consumption decreases due to the decreased number of active BSs. Compared to the scheme without

considering the sleeping strategy when θ = 0, less energy is consumed in UDN with the sleeping strategy.

Besides, larger λg leads to a larger number of gateways in system, thus energy consumption increases

with an increase in the value of λg.

5.3 Energy delay tradeoff

System energy consumption vs. mean network packet delay for different θ is given in Figure 5. It

is obvious that an increase in θ leads to the decrease in energy consumption. On the contrary, the

relationship between mean network packet delay and θ is not monotonic, as shown in Figures 2 and 3.

Thus, we can say that the relationship between energy consumption and mean network packet delay

deviates from monotonic curve, which means that the sacrificing delay cannot always be energy saving

in return.

Figure 6 represents the numerical results for cost function F (θ) of EDT vs. θ for different ω. We can

see that F (θ) is approximately convex for different θ, which means that the dynamic gradient descent

iterative algorithm can converge to the global optimal sleeping ratio θ∗. As shown in Figure 6, the values

of F (θ) for different ω are different, therefore value of θ∗ that can minimize the cost function is different.
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ergy consumption vs. sleeping ratio θ.

Figure 5 (Color online) Energy consumption vs. mean

network packet delay for different θ.
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tion of EDT problem vs. BS sleeping ratio θ.

Figure 7 (Color online) Optimal sleeping ratio vs. small

cell density for different weighting factor.

5.4 Operation for sleeping strategy

Figure 7 represents the optimal sleeping ratio θ∗ of EDT problem for different small cell density obtained

by the dynamic gradient descent iterative algorithm. θ∗ for ω = 0, ω = 5000 and ω = 25000 when

gateway density λg = 5×10−6 is 0.91, 0.45 and 0.3, respectively, which are in accordance with the results

in Figure 6. Besides, the larger the value of λg , the larger will be the value of θ∗ owing to the fact that

the increasing number of gateways reduces D̄sb and D̄(θ), thus more small cells will be switched off to

save energy.

The objective of EDT problem is to find the optimal set of sleeping small cells to minimize the cost

function. To solve the EDT problem, the dynamic gradient descent iterative algorithm is used in first

step to find the optimal sleeping ratio for cost function as shown in Figure 7, and then queue-aware

and channel-queue-aware sleeping strategy are proposed to select the small cells to be turned off. The

suboptimal state set of small cells corresponding to the suboptimal set of sleeping small cells under the

optimal sleeping ratio for Algorithms 1 and 2 are presented in Figure 8. It can be seen that the set of

sleeping small cells are different for the two different sleeping strategies.

5.5 System performance of proposed sleeping strategy

System energy consumption vs. small cell density λs for different sleeping schemes based on the optimal

sleeping ratio θ∗ is presented in Figure 9. The system energy consumption increases with the increase
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schemes.

in the value of λs although the sleeping strategy is used. From Figure 9, it can be seen that the energy

consumption for Algorithm 1 is the same as that of Algorithm 2 and exhaustive search due to the

same sleeping ratio under our model assumption. Compared with the scheme without considering the

sleeping strategy, random sleeping strategy brings better performance for energy conservation. Moreover,

simulation results indicate that energy saving can be further improved significantly by our proposed

queue-aware sleeping and channel-queue-aware sleeping scheme.

Figure 10 gives the comparisons of simulation results of mean network packet delay vs. small cell
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density λs under the optimal sleeping ratio θ∗ for different sleeping schemes. From this figure, it can be

observed that the mean network packet delay first slightly decreases and then increase with the increase

of λs. The decreasing delay due to the increasing BS density can provide more opportunities for UEs to

associate with small cells, the increasing delay is caused by an increasing interference of active BSs even

though the sleeping strategy is employed [29]. As benchmarks, exhaustive search and a sleeping strategy

that selects the sleeping small cells randomly with θ∗ are presented. Benefitting from information of

queue length, mean network packet delay can be improved by Algorithm 1. Since the channel state

information and queue length are both considered, Algorithm 2 has a better delay performance with low

complexity.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, EDT problem for two-tier UDN with wireless backhaul is studied. A mathematical model

is introduced to analyze system energy consumption and mean network packet delay. Then, the EDT

problem is formulated as a cost minimization problem to find the set of sleeping small cells. A dynamic

gradient iteration algorithm is used to achieve a locally optimal solution of sleeping ratio and we prove

that it can converge to a global optimal sleeping ratio. Furthermore, queue-aware and channel-queue-

aware sleeping strategies are proposed to select the set of sleeping small cells according to the optimal

sleeping ratio. Simulation and numerical results confirm the effectiveness of the schemes.
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Appendix A Analysis of the feasible region for θ

According to (10) and (15), we have

θ = 1− λs
−1(AbPst)

− 2
α





λλuP
2
α
mt

1 + ξ̄m(θ)Z(β)

∫ l
Wm log(1+β)

0

ym − Z(β)

1 + ξ̄m(θ)ym
dt − λmP

2
α
mt





= 1 +
λm

λs

(

Pmt

AbPmt

) 2
α

−
λλu

∫

l
Ws log(1+β)

0
ys−Z(β)

1+ξ̄s(θ)ys
dt

λs(1 + ξ̄s(θ)Z(β))
. (A1)

We can observe that θ increases with the increase of ξ̄m(θ) and ξ̄s(θ), respectively, thus, ξ̄m(θ) and ξ̄s(θ) both are

increasing function of θ. Substituting ξ̄m(θ) = 0, 1 into (A1), and ξ̄s(θ) = 0, 1 into (A1), (29) and (30) are derived, and

where

X1 =

∫ l
Ws log(1+β)

0
(ys − Z(β))dt, (A2)

X2 = λλuPmt
2
α

(

∫ l
Wm log(1+β)

0
(ym − Z(β))dt

)

, (A3)

Y1 = (1 + Z(β))−1

∫ l
Ws log(1+β)

0

ys − Z(β)

1 + ys
dt, (A4)

Y2 = λλuPmt
2
α

(

1

1 + Z(β)

∫ l
Wm log(1+β)

0

ym − Z(β)

1 + ym
dt

)

. (A5)

Appendix B Analysis of cost function

Z1 =
1

2
(1− PrSUE(θ))D̄Tm

1

(1− ξm(θ))2
∂ξm(θ)

∂θ
−

∂PrSUE(θ)

∂θ

(

1+
1

2(1 − ξm(θ))

)

D̄Tm, (B1)

Z2 =
1

2
PrSUE(θ)D̄Tsr

1

(1− ξs(θ))
2

∂ξs(θ)

∂θ
−
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λg
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(
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1
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, (B2)
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Z3 =
λs

λg

D̄Tsb(1 − θ)
∂PrSUE(θ)
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(
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1
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1
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2
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, (B3)

Z4 =
∂PrSUE(θ)
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1

2(1 − ξs(θ))
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∂PrSUE(θ)
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2
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2
α + λmPmt

2
α
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, (B5)

∂ξm(θ)

∂θ
=

λs

λλu
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AbPst

Pmt

) 2
α

(1 + ξm(θ)Z(β))2

(

Z(β)

∫ l
Wm log(1+β)
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qm(θ)dt

+(1 + ξm(θ)Z(β))

∫ l
Wm log(1+β)
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ymqm(θ)
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∂ξs(θ)

∂θ
=

λs

λλu

(1 + ξs(θ)Z(β))2

(

Z(β)

∫ l
Ws log(1+β)

0
qs(θ)dt+(1 + ξs(θ)Z(β))

∫ l
Ws log(1+β)

0

ysqs(θ)

1 + ξs(θ)ys
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, (B7)

qs(θ) =
ys − Z(β)

1 + ξs(θ)ys
, qm(θ) =

ym − Z(β)

1 + ξm(θ)ym
. (B8)

We can obtain ∂D(θ)/∂θ = Z1 +Z2 +Z3 +Z4, it can be observed that Z1 and Z2 increase with the increase of sleeping

ratio θ. And ∂Z3/∂θ > 0, ∂Z4/∂θ > 0, thus ∂D̄(θ)/∂θ is an increasing function of θ. On the other hand, it can be proven

that system energy consumption is a decreasing function of sleeping ratio [17]. Therefore, the cost function is approximately

convex for sleeping ratio in the feasible region [30].
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